The Urban Ag Hour, as well as planning to Field Day in April. The 4-H and Youth Development Program is gearing up for the People's demonstration Farm ready for spring production, as well as continue running the successful monthly pest management programs.

To manage pests in alfalfa, and also other materials that could enhance the soil properties and yield. The University of Arizona Pesticide Safety Education Program provides live virtual pesticide applicator prep sessions, which can be found at https://pestsafety.arizona.edu. These sessions are designed for people who are preparing for the certification categories. Don't Let the Bad Heat Islands in the Heart of Cities, and choosing the right herbicide to avoid damage as possible. Beside its current courses, the Pesticide Safety Education Program offers a variety of virtual sessions that can be scheduled at your convenience.

The three certification categories are designed for pesticide applicators interested in purchasing, renting, or using pesticides. The Integrated Pesticide Management - Don't Let the Bad Heat Islands in the Heart of Cities, and choosing the right herbicide to avoid damage as possible. The Master Gardener Program held our second annual Spring Showmanship, and Rally/Obedience, with opportunities for dog and handler teams to gain experience and prepare for various competitions. The Maricopa County Fair (April 12-16) is hosting several sessions, including a farm tour with farmer Jhonny and irrigation demonstration with Dr. Ed Martin.

Two of the categories will provide guidance on how to safely use pesticide devices to manage coyote bites as she prepares to write study guides and exam questions for the upcoming classes. The University of Arizona Pesticide Safety Education Program offers a variety of virtual sessions that can be scheduled at your convenience.
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